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JAZZ COMBOS

7:30 PM, May 17, 2001
Brechemin Auditorium
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PROGRAM

I. Remarks, Marc Seales

THE RAND MCNALLY JAZZ ATLAS

2. BLUE TRAIN...........10:12............JOHN COLTRANE

3. MOMENT’S NOTICE ..........7:01.............COLTRANE

4. IT REMINDS ME...........6:17.............EVAN F. BARNES

5. LAZY BIRD...................9:39

Dyne Eifertson, trombone
Mike Freeman, tenor sax
Victor Twu, guitar
Mike Cabe, piano
Evan F. Barnes, bass
Cale Berkey, drums

CD - 13,936

FIVE FLAVOR SONATA

1. HERBALYPHICUS ..........11:19.............M. McCLUSKEY

2. SONG FOR CHE..............12:40.............CHARLIE HADEN

3. DONNA LEE.........................11:02

4. TRIPPING WITH KATE...........13:38

J. Bischoff, electric bass
M. McCLUSKEY, keyboard
Bill Jones, trumpet
C. Krehbeil, percussion
Ross McMeekin, guitar